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02 L UX T EMPUS

is an outdoor performance where installation art,
interactive art and dance is combined to create a
momentarily halt in time within the public sphere. 

It is a surprising and colourful installation where light,
time, weather and movement is integrated to give
random bypassers an unexpected experience, reminding
them to notice what is happening within the moment. 

*lux (lat.: light), tempus (lat.: time)

L UX T EMPUS *  I S
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a collaboration between dancer and choreographer
Mathilde Caeyers, set designer Mari Lotherington and
lighting designer Torbjørn T Sandnes. The installation
is inspired by the arctic midnight sun, but also a result
from wanting to make performing arts during a
worldwide pandemic without having to use an online
platform. 

Light, wind and rain affect how the installation, with its
colourful panels, is perceived by those around. It is
therefore both a reflecting object reacting to its
environments, but also an interactive installation
where you are free to move around and walk inside.

L UX T EMPUS

THE  PRO J EC T  I S
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L UX T EMPUS

based her choreography on time as a non-linear
construct. This you can observe through repetitive
sequences, looping and reversing of movement, rhythmic
exploration and circular patterns. Mathilde also takes the
opportunity to come close to and look at her audience,
creating an intimate setting within a safe space.

MATH I L D E  HAS
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has integrated infection protection within
its design. To create a safe distance
between dancer and audience members,
the dancer is placed within the
transparent installation. 

It has six dividing walls so that every
person, family or group has plexiglass
between them. This way they are both
protected from each other, while they can
observe the dancer as well as the other
audience member. The space between
each wall is big enough for whole families
or groups who want to watch the
performance together without 
being separated.

L UX T EMPUS

THE  I N S T A L L A T I ON



05 L UX T EMPUS

outside of Tromso Art Center, august 2020

Choreographer and dancer Mathilde Caeyers
Set and lighting designer Torbjørn T Sandnes
Set and costume designer Mari Lotherington
Composer Alexander Aarøen Pedersen
Supported by the Covid-19 emergency funds
provided by the Norwegian Arts Council.

LuxTempus will be on tour with 
Dansenett Norge in 2022. 

L UX T EMPUS  PREM I E R ED
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Teaser: https://vimeo.com/473032246
Trailer: https://vimeo.com/473033985
The whole performance: https://vimeo.com/455568556 
Password: luxtempusdn

V I D EO

CONTAC T

Mail: mathilde.caeyers@gmail.com
Tlf.: +47 923 09 873

THANK  YOU !

https://vimeo.com/473032246
https://vimeo.com/473033985
https://vimeo.com/455568556

